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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Tumor location has been shown to be a significant prognostic factor in patients with glioblastoma. The
purpose of this study was to characterize glioblastoma lesions by identifying MR imaging voxel-based tumor location features that are
associated with tumor molecular profiles, patient characteristics, and clinical outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Preoperative T1 anatomic MR images of 384 patients with glioblastomas were obtained from 2 independent
cohorts (n � 253 from the Stanford University Medical Center for training and n � 131 from The Cancer Genome Atlas for validation). An
automated computational image-analysis pipeline was developed to determine the anatomic locations of tumor in each patient. Voxel-
based differences in tumor location between good (overall survival of �17 months) and poor (overall survival of �11 months) survival
groups identified in the training cohort were used to classify patients in The Cancer Genome Atlas cohort into 2 brain-location groups, for
which clinical features, messenger RNA expression, and copy number changes were compared to elucidate the biologic basis of tumors
located in different brain regions.

RESULTS: Tumors in the right occipitotemporal periventricular white matter were significantly associated with poor survival in both
training and test cohorts (both, log-rank P � .05) and had larger tumor volume compared with tumors in other locations. Tumors in the right
periatrial location were associated with hypoxia pathway enrichment and PDGFRA amplification, making them potential targets for
subgroup-specific therapies.

CONCLUSIONS: Voxel-based location in glioblastoma is associated with patient outcome and may have a potential role for guiding
personalized treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS: CEL � contrast-enhancing lesion; GBM � glioblastoma; GSEA � Gene Set Enrichment Analysis; KEGG � Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes; OS � overall survival; SVZ � subventricular zone; TCGA � The Cancer Genome Atlas; TFCE � threshold-free cluster enhancement

Glioblastoma (GBM, World Health Organization grade IV) is

the most common primary brain cancer in adults. Despite

decades of refinement, however, multimodal therapy of micro-

surgical resection, radiation, and chemotherapy results in median

survival after diagnosis of only 12–15 months.1 GBMs are heter-

ogeneous with respect to genetic, molecular, and MR imaging

characteristics.2-4 Multiscale genomics and imaging analyses have

revealed that GBMs with IDH1 mutations, which have a favorable

prognosis,5,6 tend to occur in brain regions different from those in

which GBMs with wildtype IDH1 predominate, suggesting a po-

tential prognostic role of tumor location in GBM. Prior imaging

studies have also supported a relationship between GBM tumor

location and clinical prognosis.7,8 Integrated multiscale analysis

of MR imaging– based tumor location, patient characteristics,

and genomic data may permit classification of patients with GBM
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into subgroups with distinct genomic, tumor location, and clini-

cal outcome characteristics.

The complexity and limited scalability of image-feature anal-

ysis has deterred inclusion of imaging data in multiscale inte-

grated analysis. Radiogenomic studies that associate molecular

features with quantitatively assessed image features describing tu-

mor shape and texture often lack information regarding tumor

location, likely due to the challenging and different image-

preprocessing techniques required to obtain this information. To

date, information about tumor location has predominantly been

qualitatively determined by radiologists, who annotate the loca-

tions of the tumors in high-level anatomic terms (eg, temporal

lobe and so forth). Such qualitative assessment of tumor location

can be onerous and may be affected by interobserver variability,

lack of reproducibility, and scalability. In addition, qualitative

assessment of tumor location has limited spatial granularity and

fails to use the full resolution of MR imaging data available at the

voxel level. A large-scale analysis of brain tumor image data at the

voxel level could provide more anatomic detail compared with

conventional qualitative approaches. Voxel-based image analysis

linking the MR imaging appearance of GBM to patient survival has

previously been undertaken in 1 study,9 but the results were not eval-

uated in an independent validation dataset and the study lacked anal-

ysis of imaging correlates with survival and tumor genomics.

The purpose of this study was to use computational imaging

informatics methods to identify MR imaging voxel-based tumor

location features and to seek associations of these with tumor

molecular profiles, patient characteristics, and clinical outcomes.

Our goal was to identify subtypes of GBMs on the basis of com-

putationally derived tumor location that provide insight into

prognosis and potentially guide more personalized therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Samples
Gadolinium-based contrast-enhanced T1-weighted preoperative

axial MR images of patients diagnosed with GBM and whose

overall survival (OS) was known were acquired from 2 indepen-

dent sources: the Stanford University Medical Center (n � 253)

and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, n � 131).5,10 Institutional

review board approval was obtained with informed consent for all

patients. We selected the larger cohort for training and the small

cohort for testing. The GBM cases in the training cohort were

acquired by using 1.5T Signa Excite or Genesis Signa or Signa

HDx MRI scanners (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) (TE,

8 –20 mm; TR, 360 –1800 mm) with a section thickness of 2 or

5 mm. The images for the TCGA cohort were collected from 4

institutions by using 1.5T or 3.5T Signa Excite (GE Health-

care), 1.5T Genesis Signa (GE Healthcare), 1.5T Intera (Philips

Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands), and 1.5T or 3T Achieva

(Philips Healthcare) or 1.5T Magnetom Vision (Siemens, Er-

langen, Germany) MRI scanners, respectively (TE, 3–20 mm;

TR, 15–3280 mm) with section thicknesses in the range of

1–5 mm, as previously described,10 and were downloaded from

the Cancer Imaging Archive (www.cancerimagingarchive.

net).11 Patients were included if preoperative imaging scans

and OS information were available. Patient-matched level

3 gene expression and copy number data were downloaded

from the TCGA data portal (https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/tcga/

dataAccessMatrix.htm).

Image-Processing Pipeline to Extract Tumor Locations
We derived voxelwise tumor localization on the basis of a com-

mon brain coordinate space for the 2 patient cohorts as described

below (Fig 1A). First, an ROI was drawn to delineate the whole

tumor, which includes the contrast-enhancing portion of the

lesion (CEL) and the central necrosis on each axial section of

the T1-weighted images in OsiriX imaging software (http://

www.osirix-viewer.com), and it was confirmed by a board-certi-

fied neuroradiologist (L.A.M.). Similarly, a necrosis ROI in the

center of a tumor was defined as the nonenhancing, low-signal-

intensity region surrounded by a rim of enhancing tumor region

on T1-weighted MR imaging. Tumor volume was computed in

OsiriX.12 An automated image-processing pipeline was then de-

veloped to align all T1-weighted imaging volume to a common

coordinate space in 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org) as follows:

Briefly, a skull-stripping algorithm was applied to each T1-

weighted imaging volume to extract cerebral tissue, followed by

affine registration to a 1.0-mm isotropic brain atlas (Montreal

Neurological Institute 152) by using a mutual information algo-

rithm with a 12-df transformation.13,14 The same transform was

used to align the ROI volume to the same Montreal Neurological

Institute atlas coordinate space. The resulting registered T1-

weighted imaging and registered tumor binary ROI volumes were

confirmed by consensus of 3 readers (T.T.L., A.S.A., L.A.M.).

Training and Validation Data Cohorts
To identify regions significantly associated with poor survival, we

used the Stanford University Medical Center cohort (n � 253) for

learning and the TCGA cohort (n � 131) as an independent val-

idation set (Fig 1B). The training cohort was stratified into poor,

medium, and good overall survival groups defined by 2 cutoffs:

�11 months and �17 months, which were 3 months below and

above the median overall survival of 14 months, respectively (Fig

1B). The middle group was not assessed in the analyses to ensure

a clear distinction between good and poor survival. We plotted

the tumor locations across each group of patients in the training

cohort as frequency heat maps, in which common events of tumor

occurrence are shown as “hot” and less frequent events as “cooler”

areas (Fig 1B).

Voxels significantly associated with poor survival in classifying

the Stanford University Medical Center training cohort were then

used to dichotomize patients in the validation TCGA cohort (Fig

1B). Lesions in the validation TCGA cohort having a nonzero

number of voxels falling within the poor survival regions were

classified as group I lesions. All other lesions were classified as

group II lesions. The analysis was implemented in a Matlab script

R2012a (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). The survival dif-

ference between the 2 groups was evaluated by using the Kaplan-

Meier survival analysis implemented in the survival package in R

programming language (www.r-project.org).

Statistical Analysis of Voxels Associated with Outcome
To identify voxels significantly associated with poor survival, we

applied the threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) method
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with parameters optimized for 3D imaging volume implemented

in FSL, Version 5.05 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/), on a Linux

system comparing the 2 clinical phenotypes (poor-versus-good

survival).15 TFCE takes as input a cohort of patients’ tumor ROI

volumes and their binary survival group labels stratified by

survival and computes a P value for each voxel associated with

each group. A total of 100 permutations were performed to

correct for multiple comparisons and control for a family-wise

error with a false discovery rate � .05. To evaluate the robust-

ness of the results, we explored 286 pairs of lower and upper

cutoffs in the overall survival at 3–15 months and 15–36

months to determine good and poor survival groups, respec-

tively. The 286 pairs of cutoffs included the survival cutoffs de-

fined in Ellingson et al.9 Each combination of survival cutoffs was

used to define a poor survival group and a good survival group

and was run for the prognostic region sensitivity analysis (On-line

Appendix).

Molecular and Genetic Analysis
The Significance Analysis of Microarrays method16 was run on

the microarray expression of the 2 identified patient groups

(group I: tumors in the right periatrial location versus group II:

tumors not in the right periatrial location) to compute a test sta-

tistic for each gene, measuring the strength of association with the

location groups to create a ranked list of all genes. The preranked

gene list and previously curated gene set data base17 were used as

the input of the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA; http://

www.broad.mit.edu/gsea) to compute molecular enrichment

between the 2 GBM location groups. Top enriched gene sets

with a family-wise error rate P value � .05 were reported and

further confirmed by conducting the single-sample GSEA on

the related pathway from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) data base,18 as previously described.4 The

Significance Analysis of Microarrays was also run on log2 copy

number data between the 2 location groups to identify ampli-

fied genes in each image location group by using the samr pack-

age in R (http://statweb.stanford.edu/�tibs/SAM/).16

Known Clinical Variables
Log-rank tests were used for categoric GBM clinical variables,

including age younger than 64 years, sex, extent of surgical

resection (biopsy, subtotal resection, or gross total resection)

(available for 24 patients), and categoric tumor volume groups

(large: top 30%; intermediate: middle 40%; and small: bottom

30%). The survival analysis was performed by using the sur-

FIG 1. An overview of the image-processing pipeline and model training and validation procedure to identify locations associated with survival.
A, The image-processing pipeline is applied to both training (Stanford University Medical Center) and validation (TCGA) cohorts. B, Algorithm
training identifies anatomic regions associated with survival, which is validated in the TCGA cohort. The training algorithm using the threshold-
free cluster enhancement method takes as the input group labels dichotomized by survival outcome and the superimposed tumor heat map of
the Stanford University Medical Center patient cohort analyzed in the image-processing pipeline; the pipeline outputs anatomic regions
significantly associated with the 2 survival groups, which are used to classify the TCGA validation set into a poor survival group and a good
survival group on the basis of tumor regions present or absent in the prognostic region.
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vival package in R programming language. Significant vari-

ables in the univariate models (P � .05) were included in the

multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression model. The

percentage of necrosis volume in the whole-tumor volume was

available for 91 patients in the TCGA cohort.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics of the Training Cohort
An overview of image analysis and prognostic model construc-

tion is summarized in Fig 1. Clinical characteristics of the 3

survival groups in the training cohort are summarized in Table

1, and known clinical prognostic

markers were confirmed by univariate

analysis. Younger age was associated

with better survival (age younger than

64 years, OS � 13.7 versus age older

than or equal to 64 years, 9.5 months,

log-rank P � .002). More extensive

surgical resection was associated with

better overall survival (log-rank P �

0), with gross total resection associ-

ated with longest average overall sur-

vival (22.5 months) compared with

those patients with a subtotal resection

(11.1 months) or those undergoing bi-

opsy only (6.5 months). In contrast,

tumor volume was not significantly as-

sociated with survival (hazard ratio �

1, P � .58).

Right Deep White Matter Tumors
Are Associated with Poor Prognosis
The heat maps showing the frequency
of tumor occurrence revealed that the
poor and good survival groups had
distinct imaging location phenotypic
trends: The poor survival group had
tumors in the right deep periventricu-
lar white matter region; in contrast,
tumors associated with good survival
occurred throughout the brains of pa-
tients without any particular anatomic
region with high tumor frequency (Fig
1B). TFCE analysis further confirmed
that the voxels associated with poor
prognosis (false discovery rate–ad-
justed P � .05) were in the occipito-
temporal periventricular white matter
in the right hemisphere (“right peria-
trial”) (Fig 2 and On-line Table 1), but
no voxels were found to be signifi-
cantly associated with tumors in the
good survival group. Robustness anal-
ysis of 286 different pairs of lower and
upper survival cutoffs at 3–15 months
and 15–36 months showed that the re-
sults were largely invariant to the

choice of survival cutoffs; the voxels

associated with poor prognosis consistently occurred in the

same region of the brain (On-line Figs 1 and 2). Among these

286 pairs included the survival cutoffs defined by Ellingson

et al,9 no voxels were found to be significantly associated with

survival, possibly a result of the small number of patients in the

good survival group (n � 8).

Prognostic Region Validated in the TCGA Dataset
In the training cohort, tumors in the right periatrial location

were significantly associated with poor survival (log-rank P �

.012). We then assessed whether this association generalized to

FIG 2. Axial, sagittal, and coronal section views of the region associated with poor survival in the
training cohort (false discovery rate, P � .05). The cluster of voxels associated with poor survival
was localized in the occipitotemporal periventricular white matter in the right hemisphere (right
periatrial).

FIG 3. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of patients with GBMs depict decreased overall survival in
TCGA patients with an overlap (group I) versus nonoverlap (group II) with the voxels significantly
associated with survival identified from the training cohort in the test cohort (log-rank test, P �
.034).

Table 1: Summary of clinical variables in the training cohort
Survival Groups

Poor (OS ≤ 11 mo) Medium (11 < OS < 17 mo) Good (OS ≥ 17 mo)
Total No. 152 38 63
Median age (yr) 69.0 57.2 59.5
% Male 61.2 60.5 57.1
Median survival (mo) 4.1 14.1 21.2
Mean survival (mo) 4.8 14.0 26.3
Mean CEL volume (cm3) 34.1 34.0 28.9
STR/GTR/biopsy only (No.) 53/13/86 17/8/13 17/36/10

Note:—STR indicates subtotal resection; GTR, gross total resection.
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an independent validation set from TCGA samples. Patients

with GBM of the TCGA cohort were dichotomized into 2

groups on the basis of whether their tumors overlapped the

prognostic right periatrial region. The group with tumors

overlapping the right periatrial location (group I) had signifi-

cantly shorter overall survival than did those with tumors oc-

curring in other locations (group II) (log-rank P � .034) (Fig

3). Examples of GBMs in group II are shown in Fig 4.

As in the training dataset, univariate survival analysis showed

that age younger than 64 years (log-rank P � 5e–7) was a signif-

icant prognostic factor in the test set, whereas sex (log-rank P �

.79) and tumor laterality (left or right hemisphere) (log-rank P �

.67) were not significant in TCGA. We found that the surgical

resection level, available for a small number of patients (n � 24/

131), was not significantly associated with survival. The result

may be due to the small number of patients available; thus, it was

excluded in the multivariate analysis. Cox analysis on tumor vol-

ume categorized into 3 groups showed that large tumor volume

was associated with poor survival (hazard ratio � 1.68, P � .015).

The right periatrial tumor location was
significantly associated with poor sur-
vival, independent of age and tumor vol-
ume in the TCGA cohort (P � .045)
(Table 2).

The mean tumor volume in group I

was 1.8 times the size of that in group II

in the training cohort (Wilcoxon test,

P � 1.5e– 6) and 1.4 times that in the test

cohort (Wilcoxon P � .01) (On-line Fig

3). However, the percentage of necrosis
in the whole tumor was not significantly
different between the 2 groups in the test
cohort (Wilcoxon P � .41). The number
of patients with GBMs in each hemi-
sphere was about the same in both co-
horts (124 left versus 118 right in the
training cohort, and 70 left versus 61
right in the TCGA cohort), indicating
the hotspot (highest frequency) of tu-
mor occurrence found in the right peria-

trial location was associated with a larger

volume of the tumors in this region. Moreover, tumors in the

right hemisphere were 1.5 and 1.1 times larger than those in the

left hemisphere in the training (Wilcoxon P � .0002) and the test

(P � .42) cohorts, respectively, but tumor incidence in the right

hemisphere did not confer a worse survival outcome in either

cohort (both, log-rank P � .05), suggesting the specificity of the

tumor localization being associated with prognosis.

To separate the effects of tumor volume and the right periatrial

tumor location in predicting prognosis, we examined whether the

right periatrial location still predicted worse prognosis when re-

stricting the analysis to comparable tumor sizes. Because the right

periatrial location is more relevant to larger tumors and to in-

crease the statistical power of the analysis, we excluded small tu-

mors (n � 38), combining the intermediate and large tumors

(n � 93). When restricted to the combined subset of intermediate

and large tumors, the right periatrial location was significantly

associated with prognosis (hazard ratio � 1.84, log-rank P � .019;

Table 2). Intermediate-sized tumors may actually be more com-

parable in size with large tumors than with small tumors (Fig 4D).

FIG 4. Axial postcontrast T1-weighted images of 4 patients from group II. A, A 69-year-old man with a right parietal GBM and an overall survival
of 27 months. B, A 49-year-old man with a right temporal GBM and an overall survival of 25 months. C, A 63-year-old man with a left temporal
GBM and an overall survival of 21 months. D, A 36-year-old woman with a left frontal GBM, an overall survival of 6 months, and the smallest tumor
volume in the group of intermediate tumors.

Table 2: Univariate and multivariate Cox survival analysis of clinical variables
Univariate Cox Multivariate Cox

HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value
TCGA test cohorta

Age younger than 64 yr 0.19 (0.26–0.55) 4.1e–7b 0.36 (0.24–0.53) 3.7e–7b

Male sex 1.05 (0.73–1.50) .79 – –
CEL tumor volume (cm3)

Large 1.68 (1.10–2.54) .015b 1.80 (1.18–2.75) .0064b

Intermediate – – – –
Small 0.90 (0.58–1.37) .62 1.11 (0.71–1.71) .65

Right laterality 0.927 (0.65–1.32) .67 – –
STR 2.52 (0.73–8.68) .14 – –
Tumor location � right periatrial

location
1.66 (1.03–2.67) .036b 2.0 (1.01–2.64) .045b

Restricted set of intermediate and
large tumorsc

Age younger than 64 yr 0.19 (0.26–0.55) 4.1e–7 0.46 (0.30–0.72) .00062
Tumor location � right periatrial

location
1.84 (1.10–3.08) .019 1.87 (1.11–3.15) .018

Note:—HR indicates hazard ratio; STR, subtotal resection.
a Age, CEL tumor volume, and tumor location were independently significant in multivariate analysis (overall P �
3.52e– 8). Surgical resection is subtotal resection or gross total resection, available for 24 cases in the TCGA test cohort.
b P value � .05, indicating the variable is significant.
c Tumor location remained significant in Cox analysis performed on the restricted set of intermediate and large tumors.
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These results support tumor location contributing to clinical out-
come, even after accounting for tumor size.

Hypoxia Pathway Enrichment and Stem Cell Marker
Amplification in Group I
To identify significant transcriptomic alterations at the pathway

level, the GSEA gene expression analysis revealed that 11 of the 37

significantly enriched pathways (family-wise error rate P � .05) in

group I were hypoxia and HIF1A pathways (On-line Table 2).

Single-sample GSEA, which generates a gene set enrichment score

for each sample, further validated the hypoxia pathway being en-

riched in group I (Wilcoxon P value � 0.0072), compared with

group II (On-line Fig 4). We did not find a significant association

between the gene expression-based subtypes previously identified

and the location subgroups (On-line Table 3).

Significance Analysis of Microarrays of log2 copy number data

showed that several genes involved in stem cell (CHIC2, KIT,

PDGFRA) and neural cell development (GSX2) (all false discovery

rate q �0.05) were significantly amplified in group I GBMs, com-

pared with group II GBMs (On-line Table 4).19-22 The Fisher

exact test by using discrete copy number alteration confirmed that

PDGFRA (P � .023), CHIC2 (P � .016), GSX2 (P � .025), and

KIT (P � .025) genes were significantly amplified in group I tu-

mors (On-line Tables 5–9). Most interesting, all 4 genes (KIT and

PDGFRA encoding receptor tyrosine kinases, GSX2, and CHIC2)

are colocalized on human chromosome band 4q12.23 Other genes

on the chromosome 4q12 (KDR, LNX1, REST) were also tested

but were not significantly amplified in group I tumors.

To further tease out the confounding effect of tumor size from

tumor location contributing to molecular alterations, we found

that tumor volume was not significantly associated with PDGFRA

amplification (Wilcoxon test, P � .12) or HIF overexpression

(Spearman correlation coefficient � �0.048, P � .62). Single-

sample GSEA confirmed significant upregulation of the hypoxia

pathway in right periatrial tumors in intermediate-sized tumors

only (Wilcoxon P � .015) and in the combined subset of inter-

mediate and large tumors (Wilcoxon P � .015), respectively. The

Fisher exact test by using discrete copy number data showed that

the correlation between PDGFRA amplification and the right

periatrial tumor location is significant in intermediate-sized tu-

mors (Fisher exact test, P � .018, n � 53) and in the combined set

of intermediate and large-sized tumors (Fisher exact test, 2-tailed

P � .035; n � 93) (On-line Tables 5–9). These results provide

further evidence that the genomic events are more associated with

location than tumor size.

DISCUSSION
We have developed and applied an automated computational

image-analysis pipeline that extracted quantitative tumor loca-

tion information from MR images by aligning images from 384

cases of GBM to a common stereotactic space at a voxel level of

resolution (Fig 1A). This allowed a more granular and quantita-

tive characterization of tumor location than the predominant ap-

proach in prior work using qualitative assessment of anatomic

location in general terms such as lobes and white matter. Using

our voxel-based computational approach to studying tumor lo-

cation in GBM, we have shown that a subgroup of GBMs localized

in the occipitotemporal periventricular white matter of the right

hemisphere (right periatrial) is associated with poor survival. We

also showed that GBM tumors located in this region are charac-

terized by large volume and a distinct molecular-alteration profile

comprising hypoxia pathway enrichment and amplification of

stem cell markers.

In related work, Ellingson et al9 computed the stereospecific

frequency of tumor occurrence. Our work differs from that of

Ellingson et al in a number of ways. First, the survival cutoffs for

defining good and poor survival in Ellingson et al were 12 and 36

months, whereas ours were 11 and 17 months. Most patients with

GBM have a poor prognosis, with a 3-year survival rate of 3%–

5%.24 We performed survival analysis by using the patient groups

produced by the cutoffs of Ellingson et al and found that no loca-

tion voxels were significantly associated with survival (On-line Fig

2); this result is possibly due to the small proportion of patients in

the good survival group (n � 8). Although it is interesting to study

long-term survivors (OS � 36 months), the good survival group

we defined may be more relevant for GBM clinical treatment

stratification.

A second difference between our work and that of Ellingson

et al9 is that in contrast to an older voxelwise-based method they

used for identifying tumor locations, our computational method

applied a threshold-free cluster enhancement technique.15 The

TFCE method provides better sensitivity and more interpretable

output through enhancing voxel connectivity in a neighborhood

than traditional voxel-based methods. A third difference between

our work and that of Ellingson et al is that they reported results

from a single cohort, whereas in our analysis, we trained on data

from 1 institution and validated our results by using an indepen-

dent public dataset consisting of data from multiple institutions

(TCGA). A fourth difference is that unlike the prior work of El-

lingson et al, we performed downstream molecular analysis,

which allowed us to gain biologic insight into the GBM location

associated with poor prognosis. Finally, Ellingson et al showed

that tumor location in the right temporal lobe was generally more

likely to be associated with shorter than with longer survival. Our

analysis provides higher anatomic specificity by pinpointing a

small region in the right periatrial deep white matter that appears

to be associated with poor prognosis (On-line Table 1), consistent

with previous qualitative analyses showing the relationship be-

tween poor survival and invasion of tumor cells into adjacent

deep white matter tracts and the ependymal region.7,8

The association of invasive clinical phenotypes, location, and

poor survival in the right periatrial location may relate to under-

lying neuroanatomy and tumor neurobiology. The relationship of

tumor localization in the right hemisphere—rather than bilater-

ally—to survival may reflect differences in functional neuroanat-

omy. The eloquent brain regions, critical for language, motor, or

sensory functions, are commonly found in the left hemisphere for

most right-handed individuals.25 The fact that the right periatrial

location is associated with poor prognosis may reflect a more

delayed clinical presentation due to lack of eloquent functions in

this region. This hypothesis is further supported by our observa-

tion that GBMs in the right hemisphere have larger CEL volume

compared with those in the left hemisphere. Once tumors have

grown larger, they are likely to have more extensive infiltration
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and tend to be more difficult to resect, which may confer worse

prognosis.26 The poorer prognosis for tumors occurring in the

right periatrial white matter rather than the entire right cerebral

hemisphere may reflect differences in tumor neurobiology. This

finding concurs with prior reports of worse prognosis for tumors

of the subventricular zone (SVZ) deep white matter (adjacent to

the right periatrial location) that were based on qualitative

assessment of tumor location.7,8 These studies have suggested

that the SVZ region along the wall of the lateral ventricle,

which contains neural stem cells, may be a niche environment

conducive to the origin and/or development of primitive, ag-

gressive glial tumors.7,9

Furthermore, our molecular profiling comparing the 2 loca-

tion groups of the TCGA cohort demonstrated that PDGFRA is

more likely to be amplified in group I. This finding is corrobo-

rated by previous reports that correlated glioma formation with

increased expression of PDGFRA in neural stem cells of the

SVZ.3,20 Other amplified genes (KIT and CHIC2) on the same

chromosome 4q12 locus were also enriched in stem cell functions

(On-line Tables 4 –9). Thus, our results support the possibility

that tumor neural stem cells may arise from the lateral ventricle of

the SVZ region. Future work is needed to test this hypothesis.

Enrichment of the hypoxia pathway in group I is consistent

with results of other studies that have shown that neural stem cells

are maintained in a hypoxic niche.27,28 We also found signifi-

cantly larger contrast-enhancing volume (P � .004) of the right

periatrial tumors relative to those without right periatrial involve-

ment, potentially reflecting increased vascularity associated with

elevated proangiogenic factors that are known to be inducible by

hypoxia.29 Prior radiogenomic analysis has also shown that high

contrast enhancement is associated with high expression of hy-

poxia-related genes.30 Notably, the percentage of central necrosis

of the whole tumor volume in group I was not greater than that in

group II (P � .41); thus, the enrichment in the hypoxia pathway

was not a result of greater central necrosis.

The outcome and differential molecular analyses performed

on a subgroup of tumors with comparable sizes showed that the

right periatrial tumors maintained significant associations with

poor prognosis (log-rank P � .019), with HIF1A and hypoxia

pathway enrichment (Wilcoxon P � .015), and with PDGFRA

amplification (Wilcoxon P � .035), independent of tumor vol-

ume. These results further imply that the poor prognosis of tu-

mors may result from the stem cell niche in the right periatrial

region enriched for HIF1A/hypoxia overexpression and PDGFRA

amplification,31 rather than from the proliferative potential asso-

ciated with larger tumor volume.

GBM is known to have extensive genetic heterogeneity.32,33

However, intratumoral heterogeneity was not directly addressed

in this study because the genetic material was obtained from a

single region of the tumor. Another limitation of our current

study is that it lacked information on the precise biopsy locations

from which the gene expression samples were taken (this infor-

mation was not available to us). Validation by using such data, if

available in the future, would strengthen our finding that the right

periatrial location is correlated with stem cell marker amplifica-

tion and hypoxia enrichment.

Our work advances knowledge in that by using a computa-

tional pipeline with imaging informatics and radiogenomic anal-

ysis, we demonstrate that the anatomic location of GBM is a key

prognostic variable,34 specifically for GBMs located in the right

periatrial white matter. We also show that certain molecular al-

terations may be linked to specific tumor locations. The results

from our work could help improve characterization of GBM sub-

types and potentially guide more personalized treatment deci-

sions. Our strategy for quantitative assessment of tumor loca-

tions, if applied to other anatomic location-specific diseases, may

similarly identify connections among disease location, molecular

signature, and patient outcome.

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that voxel-based location in GBM is associated with

patient outcome. Tumor location in the right occipitotemporal

periatrial white matter is predictive of survival, independent of

other known prognostic clinical variables, such as patient age and

tumor volume. This result was further validated in an indepen-

dent patient cohort. Using GBM anatomic location as the re-

sponse variable, we were able to identify genomic enrichment

associated with the imaging phenotype.
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